Defeat The Evil Demon Lord And Bring Peace To Your Kingdom In ‘Wonder
Knights’ Now Available On iOS® & Android™
Developers Of Buff Knight Launches Action-Packed Vertical Shooter RPG!
San Francisco, CA, February 20th 2017: Mobile game developer and publisher Buff Studio
is proud to announce the official launch of Wonder Knights now available as a free
download from the iOS® and Google Play™ digital app stores. Wonder Knights is a
feature-rich vertical shooter challenging you to defeat an evil demon Lord who has
brought chaos to your domain.
Game trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQRiLube5F4
Wonder Knights is suitable to fans of classic shooters and RPGs. Played using auto-mode
or by using a virtual gamepad, the game includes multiple modes of play featuring
randomly generated stages and story-based stages of 4 maps with a total of 180 levels.
Form a party of 3 heroes and train, promote and upgrade your characters for battle! By
successfully clearing stages, you have access to cool rewards. Collect coins to summon
valuable treasure chests containing extended playtime and other cool items. Wonder
Knights comes with collectible heroes, a host of quests to complete and great
achievements to obtain. With its many hero skills, various game modes, strategic team
battle and powerful gear to collect and upgrade, Wonder Knights is a must-have in your
game collection today.
Wonder Knights is available for free on the iOS® & Google Play™ app stores
Journalists interested in further information or additional assets are welcome to contact
GAME PROMOTER™ by sending an email to press@gamepromoter.biz. Members of the
press are encouraged to follow the developer on Facebook.
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